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	Ambient Assisted Living: Italian Forum 2018 (Lecture Notes in Electrical Engineering), 9783030059200 (3030059200), Springer, 2019

	
		This book documents the state of the art in the field of ambient assisted living (AAL), highlighting the impressive potential of novel methodologies and technologies to enhance well-being and promote active ageing. The coverage is wide ranging, with sections on care models and algorithms, enabling technologies and assistive solutions, elderly people monitoring, home rehabilitation, ICT solutions for AAL, living with chronic conditions, robotic assistance for the elderly, sensing technologies for AAL, and smart housing. The book comprises a selection of the best papers presented at the 9th Italian Forum on Ambient Assisted Living (ForitAAL 2018), which was held in Lecce, Italy, in July 2018 and brought together end users, technology teams, and policy makers to develop a consensus on how to improve provision for elderly and impaired people. Readers will find that the expert contributions offer clear insights into the ways in which the most recent exciting advances may be expected to assist in addressing the needs of the elderly and those with chronic conditions.
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JavaFX Special Effects: Taking Java RIA to the Extreme with Animation, Multimedia, and Game ElementsApress, 2009
Enough about learning the fundamentals of the intriguing JavaFX platform; it’s now time to start implementing visually stunning and dynamic Java-based rich Internet applications (RIAs) for your desktop or mobile front end.     This book will show you what the JavaFX platform can really do for Java desktop and mobile front ends. It presents...


		

Genetics in Practice: A Clinical Approach for Healthcare PractitionersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	Nurses are increasingly being asked to provide information when a genetic diagnosis is made, whether to the individual patient or to members of his or her family. This book provides a comprehensive introduction to present day genetic services, to help professionals feel more confident when dealing with queries or advising where to go for...


		

Numerical Polynomial AlgebraSIAM, 2004
This first book on the numerical analysis of polynomial systems is a stepping stone at the interface of symbolic computation and numerical computation. Bernard Sturmfels, Department of Mathematics, University of Berkeley

I am not familiar with any books that do such a careful job of combining numerical analysis with the algebra of...




	

PhoneGap by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	Use PhoneGap to apply web development skills and learn variety of cross-platform mobile applications


	About This Book

	
		Utilize the robust features of the mobile hybrid approach to develop, test, and publish mobile applications using the PhoneGap framework
	
		Use your web skills for hybrid...



		

Software Measurement: Establish - Extract - Evaluate - ExecuteSpringer, 2007
Our world and our society are shaped and increasingly governed by software. We might accept it or not, but it is happening at this point and will continue further on. It is difficult to imagine our world without software. There would be no running water, food supplies, business or transportation would disrupt immediately, diseases would spread, and...

		

Robot Builder's Bonanza (Tab Electronics)McGraw-Hill, 2000
Library Journal : The author of The Robot Builder's Sourcebook ... offers a series of easy-to-do projects ranging from adapting common toys to walking robots to giving your robot sound capabilities.  He includes new information on LEGO(R) Mindstorms(tm), microcontrollers, robotics programming, and other technological developments....
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